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Abstract
This project addresses machine formalization of mathematical theorems. We
introduce the OCaml programming language and the HOL Light proof assistant.
The original aim was to formalize the proof that tableau generation is a finite al-
gorithm. This problem was later revised and instead the automation of the tableau
method was implemented in OCaml. Tableau generation and simplification were
undertaken, as well as automated tautology proving. In the end, several test cases
are considered, where a known tautology or non-tautology was tested with the
program, and each of them were successful.
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1 Introduction
If you are a person interested in both mathematics and computer science, you cannot
fail to notice the new growing field of machine formalization of mathematical theo-
rems. Formalizing theorems means that you have to upload all the details of the the-
orem as well as the whole theory into a computer and prove the theorem with using
only axioms, assumptions and inference rules. It is sometimes surprising how much
detail one has to go into compared to what the proof looks like on paper. Formalizing
theorems is an interesting activity, and in some occasions it can even yield additional
insight into the topic.
To justify why this formalization is done, Harrison (2008) argues that it is above all
to remove all doubts about theorems in mathematics. Thurston (1994) goes further and
argues that building up a completely formal theory of a mathematical topic can organize
our knowledge, and in the future all proofs can be done with a computer. Formalization
does not occur in pure mathematics only, you can use it for verifying an algorithm.
Hales (2008) mentions that a programmer introduces 1.5 bugs per line of code. A
mathematical theorem-proving software can help eliminate the serious mistakes, and
this is no different from eliminating mistakes from mathematical proofs. For example,
Kempe’s proof of the Four-Colour Theorem was proven to be wrong only ten years
later, and a final certainty could only now be reached when Gonthier (2005) formalized
the complete theorem.
The programs that help us with formalization are called proof assistants. If we
decide to embark upon formalizing something, we have to decide which proof assistant
to use. There are several choices such as Coq, HOL Light, Mizar, Isabelle, ProofPower
and so on. The original aim of this project was to focus on one of these proof assistants,
and get to know the formalization procedure through one suitable problem. To help
choose a proof assistant a website1 was used which lists 100 theorems formalized by
one or more of these programs. The leader is HOL Light, it was used to formalize 75
of the theorems in the list. As of now only 83 of the theorems were formalized out of
the 100, so HOL Light was used in 90% of the cases. For this reason we decided to
investigate HOL Light, and try to formalize a theorem with it.
The theorem of choice of this project was the termination of the semantic tableau
method. An introduction to this method can be found in Chapter 3. It was found during
the semester that this theorem is out of scope of this project, and would require a deeper
investigation of the theorem proving programs, or perhaps a different proof assistant
would have been a better choice. It was found, however, that OCaml (the program
which HOL Light is written in) is worth the investigation, and it deemed suitable for
a machine automatization of the tableau analysis. The final aim of this project is to
formalize the tableau method, and create a program which tells us whether a formula
1Wiedijk (2010)
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is a tautology or not.
The project report will start with a short introduction to HOL Light (and at the same
time to OCaml as well, since HOL Light cannot exist without OCaml), and continue
with the implementation of the tableau calculus. In the last section, a number of test
cases are attacked.
2 Introduction to OCaml and HOL Light
HOL is an abbreviation for higher order logic, and ”light” implies a simplified, smaller
program. It grew out of HOL, and so did a number of other theorem provers, such as
HOL4, Isabelle, ProofPower (Harrison, 2007)2.
HOL Light (from now on referred to as HOL) is a program written in the Objec-
tive Caml (or OCaml) programming language and contains a large library of axioms,
inference rules, and simple pre-proved theorems and definitions. To start using HOL
one has to get familiar with OCaml first. OCaml is a multi-paradigm programming lan-
guage, which means it is built on the basics of the functional programming language
Caml, but it is also object oriented. It has an interactive toplevel programming mode,
where one has to type in the code line by line and execute it, which is also referred to
as the read-eval-print loop.
OCaml is based on the type-system, where every variable has a well-defined type
which the program can specify itself by evaluating its role in the entered statement. For
example variables in a logical term will be given a boolean type (: bool), or the x in
x+1will be a natural number (: num). Functions have an argument type and an output
type which is represented by for instance : bool -> bool or : bool -> num.
It is possible to invent new types, and so did HOL, which defined a type ”term”
which can be any well-formed formula and is enclosed by back-quotes such as ‘x+1‘.
There is also ”theorem” (: thm), which denotes a term which has been proven (not
just can be, but actually has been), and which is a term which has the deduction sign
”|-” in it. Our quest is to generate theorems, but for this the only thing we have is the
axioms, inference rules and a list of assumptions.
To start working with OCaml one has to type in commands after the prompt, always
finishing them with a double semi-colon. The most used command is the let function
which associates a variable with a value or function.
# let x = 1;;
# let square x = x * x;;
2The following section relies heavily on the HOL Light Tutorial written by John Harrison, and the HOL
Light source code.
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One can save these commands in a file and load in the file with the #use direc-
tive. For instance, to load HOL we have to type the following (provided we are in the
appropriate directory).
# #use "hol.ml";;
Our aim when using HOL is to produce theorems. There are a number of inference
rules that produce theorems from terms or from other theorems. The simplest of these
inference rules is REFL which denotes reflexivity. REFL x produces a theorem where
we can deduce that x=x. (In the next example, it denotes the variable automatically
assigned to the last calculation in case it has not been assigned to a variable name with
let.)
# REFL ‘x=1‘;;
val it : thm = |- x = 1 <=> x = 1
Equally simple is the ASSUME rule, which creates a theorem where what we assume
infers itself.
# ASSUME ‘p /\ q‘;;
val it : thm = p /\ q |- p /\ q
We can replace the variables in a theorem to produce another (equivalent) theorem.
The INST function instantiates or replaces the variables with values or other variables.
A very important inference rule is Modus Ponens, which allows us to deduce ”q”
from ”p” and ”p ==> q”. Its representation in HOL is a function MP which takes two
arguments. A very useful addition to this is MATCH_MP which matches the variables
in ”p” to the variables in ”p ==> q”.
HOL has a few simple built in theorem checking functions. It has a tautology prover
TAUT which can cope with simple tautologies and if the entered term is a tautology,
it will return it in the form of a theorem. It returns an error message otherwise, which
means that it was incapable of proving the tautology, and therefore we can deduce noth-
ing about the term in question; it might be an absurdity, it might even be a tautology,
albeit one too difficult for TAUT to solve.
# TAUT ‘p \/ ˜p‘;;
val it : thm = |- p \/ ˜p
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There are many more ways to generate new theorems. One more example is the
discharging rule, where the statements of the form ”p |- q” (read as ”p infers q”
or ”p deduces q”) can be converted to ”|- p ==> q”. The function DISCH does
exactly this. It has two arguments, a term which can be discharged from the assumption
list, and a theorem. The function UNDISCH does the opposite, as can be seen in the
examples below.
# ASSUME ‘p:bool‘;;
val it : thm = p |- p
# DISCH ‘p:bool‘ it;;
val it : thm = |- p ==> p
# TAUT ‘p ==> p‘;;
val it : thm = |- p ==> p
# UNDISCH it;;
val it : thm = p |- p
All the theorems in HOL have a proof, which is in theory a list of terms that consist
of axioms, inference rules and assumptions. HOL does not have a notion of true or
false, but the axioms and inference rules in it have been chosen so that a theorem that
is provable is also true (Harrison, 2007, p.15). The list of axioms and inference rules
is quite short and everything is deduced from them, which is to ensure a high level of
reliability.
There are three axioms defined in HOL, which are the axiom of extensionality, the
axiom of choice and the axiom of infinity. In these definitions ”!” means ”for every”,
”?” means ”there exists”, and the backslash ”\” stands for the λ symbol of lambda
calculus.
# ETA_AX;;
val it : thm = |- !t. (\x. t x) = t
# SELECT_AX;;
val it : thm = |- !P x. P x ==> P ((@) P)
# INFINITY_AX;;
val it : thm = |- ?f. ONE_ONE f /\ ˜ONTO f
An example of a proof in HOL can be found in the appendix.
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3 Analytic tableau
3.1 Introduction to the tableau method
The tableau method is a way of verifying tautologies. It can be faster than truth tables,
and for this method we do not even need a definition of truth and false. The analytic
tableau method consists of three rules with which it is possible to convert a formula
into a graph where it can easily be seen whether the formula is a contradiction. Since a
tautology is always a negation of a contradiction, we can negate a suspected tautology
and test if it is a contradiction.
There are three rules in the tableau method. With these rules we can rewrite the
initial formula to something simpler, meanwhile creating a graph-like shape. The first
rule states that if there is a double negation, then it can be removed. The second rule
is about conjunction, and whenever we encounter one, we can write the two parts of
the conjunction below one another. The third rule is about disjuntcion, and then we
write the two sides next to each other and this way creating a fork in the graph. It
is convenient to use only conjunction and negation in a formula – which is possible
since these two connectives are enough to describe any logical statement –, we have to
convert each disjunction to a conjunction, but this can easily be done with de Morgan’s
laws, since ¬p ∨ ¬q ⇔ ¬(p ∧ q).
Rule #1 Rule #2 Rule #3
¬¬p
p
p ∧ q
p
q
¬(p ∧ q)
¬p ¬q
Now we can begin building up the tableau. The aim is to reduce the initial expres-
sion to a graph containing atomic statements, which are variables or negated variables.
A ”branch” is a path through the graph from top to bottom. If we find a variable and
also its negation in the same branch, then we say the branch is ”closed”. If all the
branches can be closed, then the original statement is not satisfiable. Let’s see this
through an example.
The example selected is a well-known tautology, one of the Łukasiewicz axioms of
propositional calculus. The axiom is the following:
(p→ (q ∧ r)) → ((p→ q) → (p→ r))
The tableau method requires a formula with only conjunction and negation in it, so
we can rewrite the above axiom and we will get the following long statement with only
conjunction and negation in it:
¬(¬(p ∧ (q ∧ ¬r)) ∧ (¬(p ∧ ¬q) ∧ (p ∧ ¬r)))
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To test if this is a tautology, we have to negate it before we use the tableau method,
since this method can only tell if something is a contradiction, and the negation of a
contradiction is always a tautology.
We can start by putting our negated formula on the top of the tableau. Then we
have to decide which of the three rules we have to use. The formula starts with a
double negation, so that seems like the way to go. Whenever we reduce a formula with
a rule, we can tick off the original one. This way we know which formulas have been
used and which of them have not. The second step has to be the second rule, since the
formula resulting from the first step is a conjunction. Therefore, we can split up the
conjunction and write the parts below one another. Figure 1 shows the tableau after the
first two steps.
Figure 1: The tableau after having applied Rule #1 and Rule #2.
Each of the two sides of the conjunction can be further reduced, so we can start
with the shorter one. It is a negated conjunction, which is equivalent to a disjunction
of its negated terms. We need to introduce a fork here, and write the negated terms
side-by-side. On one side we get ¬p which cannot be further reduced (there is no rule
for just one negation), so we call it an atomic statement and leave it alone. The other
side of the fork needs to be split up to another fork. These steps can be seen in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Intermediate stage. Note the unticked formula in the middle.
The tableau is not done yet, we have to continue with the previously unticked for-
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mula. This is done as before, and the end result can be seen in Figure 3 on page 7.
Figure 3: The final tableau.
We have to check whether all the branches of the tableau close. For this we only
need to look at the unticked formulas, which are only the atomic statements. All the
paths have to be taken into account, and we can see that as p and ¬r are in the main
branch, they have to be included in all the paths. We can count altogether six paths, all
with four variables. These are the following:
¬p ¬p ¬q ¬q r r
| | | | | |
p p p p p p
| | | | | |
¬r ¬r ¬r ¬r ¬r ¬r
| | | | | |
¬p q ¬p q ¬p q
As a reminder, a branch closes if it contains both a variable and its negation. In the
above table we can see that indeed all branches close, therefore the original statement
was unsatisfiable. Since it was the negation of the original example, we can say that
the original was then a tautology. This was expected, since it is an axiom.
The next chapter will explain the implementation of the tableau method in OCaml.
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3.2 Implementation in OCaml
The original aim of this project was to prove a theorem in HOL Light, and the chosen
theorem was the termination of the tableau analysis. It is easy to see intuitively that
the generation of a tableau is a finite process, and the argument for this is that the
application of each rule reduces the number of logical connectives (i.e. the number of
ands and nots). A function which is strictly decreasing and cannot be negative is a
proof that an algorithm terminates.
This proved to be a problem of unfeasible length, not suited for a project of this
scope. However, the tableau method was implemented in OCaml as a function which
accepts a formula and returns a true or false value depending on whether it is a tautology
or not. The effectiveness of the algorithm was not a priority, only correctness, and also
was to get to know a functional programming language with which this student has not
worked before. John Harrison’s book, Handbook of Practical Logic and Automated
Reasoning3 was a great help for this section.
As mentioned before OCaml is built on the type system, and it is possible to make
up one’s own types. In this program two new types were defined, one for denoting
formulas, the other for tableaus. A type can be thought of as a list of possible forms,
and a variable of a type can be of either of the specified forms. Types can be recursive
as well, as we will see in the following. The definition of the ”expression” type consists
of a variable form, a negated form and a conjunction form (the star denotes a cartesian
product, and the bar means logical ”or”).
type expression =
Var of string
| Not of expression
| And of expression * expression;;
An expression of this type is for example: (Not(And((Var "A"), Not(Var "A"))))
which stands for ¬(A ∧ ¬B). To make a parser was not a priority, however, a pret-
typrinter can easily be added, and then each expression will be printed in a clear way.
(See the code for the prettyprinter in Appendix, page 21.)
We need to define a type for a tableau as well. There were numerous ideas about
how to represent a tableau in OCaml. Probably the best way would have been to repre-
sent it as a set of branches. However, there are no sets in OCaml, only lists, and since
a branch itself had to be a list as well, a tableau would have been a list of lists. This
in itself is not a problem, however, creating a tableau would have been. A tableau is a
kind of graph, where each node is itself the beginning of a sub-tableau. This makes it
a suitable input for a recursive function, and thus the sub-tableau property was decided
to be reflected from the final implementation.
3Harrison (2009)
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The same way as an expression was a recursive data type, the tableau-type is one
too. The smallest tableau is one with only one variable in it, so we need a ”Node” type,
which only has one expression in it. We created a ”Branch” and a ”Fork” type as well,
which are each a pair of tableaus.
type tableau =
Nothing
| Node of expression
| Branch of tableau * tableau
| Fork of tableau * tableau;;
The strange part of this declaration is the type called ”Nothing”. This will be ex-
plained later, when the tableau needs to be modified in order to make it easier to check
for closure.
At first sight a Branch and a Fork are the same, but they will be treated differently. It
is similar to defining a type for a sum and a product; at first they are both just types with
two variables. The sum/product analogy will be useful later as well; we can think of a
Branch as a product, and a Fork as a sum. It is often said that addition is the analogy
of the logical ”or”, and multiplication is the analogy of the logical ”and”. This should
make it easy to see that a Branch stands for rule #2, where we split up a conjunction,
and a Fork stands for rule #3 where we split up a disjunction. We can mix branches
and forks in any way we want to create a tableau of any kind.
Making a tableau is not so complicated. We have to define a recursive function,
which makes a tableau from a Node. It can be recursive, because each formula in the
tableau gives rise to a sub-tableau, and even though we have not proved it formally,
each formula results in a finite tableau, therefore this recursive function will terminate.
When we define a new function operating on a type that we have defined, we have
to list the function values for each different type possibility. This is called pattern
matching in OCaml. To create a tableau we need to start from one formula and expand
the tableau from there. We start from one Node, which contains the formula (later
the negated formula), and we add one or two new Nodes to the tableau depending on
the expansion rule. If we find a double negation, then we can use the first rule, and
we can make a Branch with the original formula, and the new formula. If we find a
conjunction, then we create a new Branch with the original formula, and a Branch with
two Nodes: either side of the conjunction. The disjunction will be dealt with similarly,
only here the two sides of the disjunction are put into a Fork.
The next code shows the makeTableau function. The rec codeword means it is
a recursive function. Note that the input and output types are not defined; it is OCaml
that guesses these types. We know, however, that we intend to use a tableau as
input, therefore we need to define what the function should do with each of the sub-
types, such as Nothing, Node, Branch and Fork. If we forget one, OCaml returns with
an error message when we try to run this code.
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let rec makeTableau t = match t with
Nothing -> t
| Node e -> (match e with
Var f -> t
| Not f -> (match f with
Var g -> t
| Not g -> Branch(t, makeTableau(Node g))
| And(g,h) -> Branch(t, Fork(makeTableau(Node(Not g)),
makeTableau(Node(Not h)))) )
| And(f,g) -> Branch(t, Branch(makeTableau(Node f),
makeTableau(Node g))) )
| Branch(u,v) -> Branch(makeTableau(u), makeTableau(v))
| Fork(u,v) -> Fork(makeTableau(u), makeTableau(v));;
We can see that the tableau generation takes place in the Node section. Whenever
the function is applied to a Node, it will test the expression in it whether it is a variable,
or a negation, or a conjunction. This procedure is called pattern matching and is an
essential part of OCaml programming. These match cases can be nested into each
other, and this is what we can see in the makeTableau function. When a negated
expression is found in a Node, then it is tested whether it contains another negation,
and then Rule #1 is used by creating a Branch with the original and the new formula.
If it contains a conjunction, Rule #3 is used, and a Branch is created with the original
formula and a Fork with the two negated components. Rule #2 is used if a conjunction
is found in a Node, in which case a Branch is created again with the original formula,
and a nested Branch with the two components of the conjunction. Let us look at an
example.
A parser is not needed in case of tableaus, but a prettyprinter is again simple to
make. We can denote a Branch by putting a dash between the components, and a Fork
by putting the two sides in between curly braces with a bar in the middle. We do not
deal with ticks, since that was only to help us when we made tableaus by hand, and we
can easily distinguish between atomic and non-atomic statements.
# let prop1 = Not(And(And(Var "p", Var "q"), And(Not(Var "p"),
Not(Var "q"))));;
val prop1 : expression = ˜((p /\ q) /\ (˜p /\ ˜q))
# makeTableau(Node prop1);;
- : tableau =
˜((p /\ q) /\ (˜p /\ ˜q)) -- { ˜(p /\ q) -- { ˜p | ˜q } | ˜(˜p /\ ˜q)
-- { ˜˜p -- p | ˜˜q -- q } }
We can see that the tableau was successfully created. At first it might be hard to
see the tableau, but Figure 4 shows it in graph form so we can compare the two.
Making a tableau was the first step, however, we need to be able to tell whether the
branches are closed or not. This requires us to find all the atomic statements, find all
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Figure 4: Example tableau for ¬((p ∧ q) ∧ (¬p ∧ ¬q))
the possible paths, and compare each pair of atomic statement to see if there exist a
variable together with its negation in the same path. This is easy enough for a person
to tell, but a complicated procedure for a machine. We could make one function which
does this all at once, but I decided to break up the process to several functions in order
to preserve the transparency and also to make it easier to debug the program.
The next step, then, is to decide whether a formula is an atomic statement or
not. We call something atomic if it is a variable or a negation of a variable. The
next function tells if an expression is an atomic statement. The underscore (”_”) is
a wildcard, it stands for ”the rest”. This is a valid function, because it matches the
input variable with every possible pattern. OCaml returns the function type which is
: expression -> bool, i.e. a function that takes an expression as its input and
returns a boolean. (Note that the ”#” is the toplevel prompt, not part of the code.)
# let is_atom e = match e with
Var f -> true
| Not f -> (match f with
Var g -> true
| _ -> false)
| _ -> false;;
val is_atom : expression -> bool = <fun>
The next function uses the is_atom function to remove the non-atomic state-
ments. It seemed simpler to do the simplifying procedure in two steps. First, we sub-
stitute the non-atomic statements with Nothing (hence the definition of Nothing in the
tableau type) in the simplifytab function, and then we remove the Nothing’s with
the reducetab function. If the input to the reducetab function is not a simplified
tableau, then no changes will be made. Note that had we made this in one function,
we would have needed several nested pattern match cases, therefore this was a clearer
solution.
let rec simplifytab t = match t with
Nothing -> t
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| Node e -> if is_atom e then t else Nothing
| Branch(u,v) -> Branch(simplifytab u, simplifytab v)
| Fork(u,v) -> Fork(simplifytab u, simplifytab v);;
let rec reducetab t = match t with
Nothing -> t
| Node e -> t
| Branch(u,v) -> if u = Nothing then reducetab v
else if v = Nothing then reducetab u
else Branch(reducetab u, reducetab v)
| Fork(u,v) -> Fork(reducetab u, reducetab v);;
At this point we have three functions, so in order to save typing we can define
a function that does all three steps for us. Let’s call it createTab and give it an
expression as an input.
# let createTab e = reducetab(simplifytab(makeTableau(Node e)));;
val createTab : expression -> tableau = <fun>
Let’s see what the previous example will look like after the simplification:
# let prop1 = Not(And(And(Var "p", Var "q"), And(Not(Var "p"),
Not(Var "q"))));;
val prop1 : expression = ˜((p /\ q) /\ (˜p /\ ˜q))
# createTab prop1;;
- : tableau = { { ˜p | ˜q } | { p | q } }
We are left with the atomic statements only, and they occupy the same paths as
before, namely at each end of a fork. We can see that this tableau is not going to be
closed, since each path contains only one variable. Let us consider a more complicated
example, like the axiom from the previous section. We can code this axiom as an
expression:
# let prop2 = Not(And(Not(And((Var "p"), And((Var "q"),
Not(Var "r")))), And(Not(And((Var "p"), Not(Var "q"))),
And((Var "p"), Not(Var "r")))));;
val prop2 : expression =
˜(˜(p /\ (q /\ ˜r)) /\ (˜(p /\ ˜q) /\ (p /\ ˜r)))
If we want to check if the above is a tautology, then we have to create a tableau
with the negation of this formula.
# let it = makeTableau(Node(Not prop2));;
val it : tableau =
˜˜(˜(p /\ (q /\ ˜r)) /\ (˜(p /\ ˜q) /\ (p /\ ˜r)))
-- (˜(p /\ (q /\ ˜r)) /\ (˜(p /\ ˜q) /\ (p /\ ˜r)))
-- ˜(p /\ (q /\ ˜r)) -- { ˜p | ˜(q /\ ˜r) -- { ˜q | ˜˜r -- r } }
-- (˜(p /\ ˜q) /\ (p /\ ˜r)) -- ˜(p /\ ˜q) -- { ˜p | ˜˜q -- q }
-- (p /\ ˜r) -- p -- ˜r
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As expected we got a large and fairly obscure tableau. Let us first apply simplify-
tab on it, and then reducetab on the result. (The underscores denote the Nothings.)
# let it = simplifytab it;;
val it : tableau =
_ -- _ -- _ -- { ˜p | _ -- { ˜q | _ -- r } } -- _ -- _
-- { ˜p | _ -- q } -- _ -- p -- ˜r
# let it = reducetab it;;
val it : tableau = { ˜p | { ˜q | r } } -- { ˜p | q } -- p -- ˜r
We can see that the reduced and simplified tableau has the same shape as the orig-
inal, we just removed the ”ticked” formulas and kept the variables. Now we need a
function that finds all the possible paths and checks them for closure. Again, it seemed
more sensible to divide the problem by these two sub-problems and create two separate
functions.
The next function will modify the tableau in a way that needs some explanation.
When we talk about a path in the tableau, we mean a possible ”walk” from top to
bottom. This means that each variable that is in the main branch will be included in
all the paths, and two sides of a fork will be in two different paths. This means that if
we have a tableau such as A -- { B | C }, then the possible paths are A -- B
and A -- C. This means we can modify this tableau by ”multiplying” into the Fork
with ”A”, so that we get { A -- B | A -- C }. This simple step will create
a structure where each path is itself a Branch (or nested Branches), and even though
we get a longer tableau, it will be equivalent to the original and will make it easier
to look for closure, since now each side of a Fork is a full path, so it requires no
complicated nested pattern matchings for the final checking function. For want of a
better name we will call the first function ”mult” (short for ”multiplying”), and the
second ”is_closed”.
let rec mult t = match t with
Nothing -> t
| Node e -> t
| Branch(u,v) -> ( match u,v with
(Fork(x,y), v) -> Fork(Branch(x,v), Branch(y,v))
| (u, Fork(x,y)) -> Fork(Branch(u,x), Branch(u,y))
| (Branch(x,y), Branch(w,z))
-> Branch(mult x, Branch(mult y, Branch(mult w, mult z)))
| _ -> Branch(mult u, mult v) )
| Fork(u,v) -> Fork(mult u, mult v);;
The reader might notice that the recursive property of the above function will ensure
that the function goes through the whole tableau from beginning to end, however, this
means that it will move a Fork outside of a Branch with only one step. However, we
need the Fork to be in the very beginning, so we need to execute this function arbitrarily
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(but finitely) many times. It is easy to create a ”repeat” function, which is a function
that terminates when the input and output is the same, i.e. when we cannot make any
further changes to the tableau.
# let rec repeat f x = if f x = x then x else repeat f(f x);;
val repeat : (’a -> ’a) -> ’a -> ’a = <fun>
As we can see the repeat function takes an arbitrary function as its input and
outputs another function of the same kind. OCaml knows that the input and output
functions have to match, and that the input function itself has to have a matching ar-
gument and operand. The types of these, however, can be anything which is denoted
by ”’a”, thus we are not restricted to use this function on tableaus, but it is our job to
make sure that it will terminate. Now we can apply repeat mult on our example
tableau.
val it : tableau = { ˜p | { ˜q | r } } -- { ˜p | q } -- p -- ˜r
# let it = repeat mult it;;
val it : tableau =
{ { ˜p -- ˜p -- p -- ˜r | ˜p -- q -- p -- ˜r } |
{ { ˜q -- ˜p -- p -- ˜r | ˜q -- q -- p -- ˜r } |
{ r -- ˜p -- p -- ˜r | r -- q -- p -- ˜r } } }
This is exactly what we expected. We can see clearly the paths through the tableau.
Now we can write the is_closed function which will return true if and only if all the
paths are closed at the same time. Since we arranged the paths neatly in Forks, we can
simply tell the function to check both sides of a Fork and return true if they are both
closed. Inside a Fork there can be either two other Forks, or two Branches. A Branch
will always contain either a Node and a Branch, or two Nodes (we made sure of this in
the mult function). For a Branch to be closed we have to compare the two Nodes in
it, or compare the one Node with both sides of the Branch next to it. This way we can
go through all the possible permutations of the variables in each path. Needless to say,
”comparing” two Nodes means checking if one of them is the negation of the other.
let rec is_closed t = match t with
Nothing -> false
| Node e -> false
| Branch(u,v) -> ( match u,v with
(Node e, Node f) -> if (e = Not f) or (f = Not e)
then true else false
| (Branch(x,y), Node f) -> is_closed(Branch(x, Node f))
or is_closed(Branch(y, Node f))
or is_closed(Branch(x,y))
| (Node e, Branch(x,y)) -> is_closed(Branch(Node e, x))
or is_closed(Branch(Node e, y))
or is_closed(Branch(x,y))
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| _ -> failwith "Inconclusive. Try repeat mult." )
| Fork(u,v) -> is_closed(u) & is_closed(v);;
We can easily see from the ”multiplied” tableau below that indeed each of its
branches closes, so we expect a ”true” answer from the is_closed function.
val it : tableau =
{ { ˜p -- ˜p -- p -- ˜r | ˜p -- q -- p -- ˜r } |
{ { ˜q -- ˜p -- p -- ˜r | ˜q -- q -- p -- ˜r } |
{ r -- ˜p -- p -- ˜r | r -- q -- p -- ˜r } } }
# is_closed it;;
- : bool = true
And the result is the expected one. We are ready for testing, but first it is sensible
to create a function that will do all these steps for us. This function will have an
expression as its input, then negate it and perform the above tableau analysis on it, and
finally return with a yes or no answer whether the expression is a tautology or not. We
can call this function is_tautology and it will be the following:
let is_tautology e = is_closed(repeat mult (createTab(Not e)));;
We can save all these commands into a file to save us from typing them all in next
time. This file can be found in the Appendix of this report (starting on page 21), and
we can execute it by typing #use "filename";; into the OCaml toplevel.
3.3 Test cases
Let us first check that the program compiles correctly. I named the file tableau.ml,
so we can type #use "tableau.ml";; into the toplevel and see what OCaml re-
turns.
# #use "tableau.ml";;
type expression =
Var of string
| Not of expression
| And of expression * expression
type tableau =
Nothing
| Node of expression
| Branch of tableau * tableau
| Fork of tableau * tableau
val string_of_exp : expression -> string = <fun>
val print_exp : expression -> unit = <fun>
val string_of_tab : tableau -> string = <fun>
val print_tab : tableau -> unit = <fun>
val makeTableau : tableau -> tableau = <fun>
val is_atom : expression -> bool = <fun>
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val simplifytab : tableau -> tableau = <fun>
val reducetab : tableau -> tableau = <fun>
val createTab : expression -> tableau = <fun>
val mult : tableau -> tableau = <fun>
val repeat : (’a -> ’a) -> ’a -> ’a = <fun>
val is_closed : tableau -> bool = <fun>
val is_tautology : expression -> bool = <fun>
We get a list of the variables with their types, just as if we had typed in the code
line by line. We can now check a number of known tautologies or non-tautologies with
the is_tautology function.
Test 1. The first test is a very simple tautology, namely ¬(A∧¬A). In the code below
we can see that the program also found it a tautology. When checked for its negation,
the program promptly returns false.
# let prop1 = Not(And((Var "A"), Not(Var "A")));;
val prop1 : expression = ˜(A /\ ˜A)
# is_tautology prop1;;
- : bool = true
# is_tautology(Not prop1);;
- : bool = false
Test 2. Next we have an equally simple formula. One look is enough to tell that it is a
tautology, and indeed the program returns true as well. Its negation is again false.
# let prop2 = Not(And(And(Var "p", Var "q"), And(Not(Var "p"),
Not(Var "q"))));;
val prop2 : expression = ˜((p /\ q) /\ (˜p /\ ˜q))
# is_tautology prop2;;
- : bool = true
# is_tautology(Not prop2);;
- : bool = false
Test 3. The next test case is a contingency, and is_tautology returns false for both
the original formula and its negation.
# let prop3 = Not(And(Not(And(Var "A", Not(Var "A"))), Not(And(Var "A",
Not(Var "B")))));;
val prop3 : expression = ˜(˜(A /\ ˜A) /\ ˜(A /\ ˜B))
# is_tautology prop3;;
- : bool = false
# is_tautology(Not prop3);;
- : bool = false
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Test 4. The next formula is again a tautology which is decidedly different in structure
than the previous ones, since it contains two parallel Forks, therefore it contains four
paths. We can see the tableau and the reduced tableau in the code below. (Remember,
the is_tautology function negates the expression in it, but the other functions do
not.) This is an example of a fairly complicated truth table, but simple tableau.
# let prop4 = Not(And(And( Not(And(Not(Var "A"), Not(Var "B"))),
Not(And(Not(Var "A"), (Var "B")))), Not(Var "A")));;
val prop4 : expression = ˜((˜(˜A /\ ˜B) /\ ˜(˜A /\ B)) /\ ˜A)
# createTab(Not prop4);;
- : tableau = { A | B } -- { A | ˜B } -- ˜A
# repeat mult (createTab(Not prop4));;
- : tableau =
{ { A -- A -- ˜A | A -- ˜B -- ˜A } | { B -- A -- ˜A | B -- ˜B -- ˜A } }
# is_tautology prop4;;
- : bool = true
# is_tautology(Not prop4);;
- : bool = false
Test 5. The next test case contains multiple Forks and Branches, and is a tautology.
# let prop5 = And( Not(And(Not(And(Not(Var "A"), (Var "B"))),
Not(Not(And((Var "B"), Not(Var "A")))))), Not(And(Not(Not(And(Not(Var "A"),
(Var "B")))) , Not(And((Var "B") , Not(Var "A"))))) );;
val prop5 : expression =
(˜(˜(˜A /\ B) /\ ˜˜(B /\ ˜A)) /\ ˜(˜˜(˜A /\ B) /\ ˜(B /\ ˜A)))
# createTab(Not prop5);;
- : tableau = { { A | ˜B } -- B -- ˜A | ˜A -- B -- { ˜B | A } }
# repeat mult (createTab(Not prop5));;
- : tableau =
{ { A -- B -- ˜A | ˜B -- B -- ˜A } | { ˜A -- B -- ˜B | ˜A -- B -- A } }
# is_tautology prop5;;
- : bool = true
# is_tautology(Not prop5);;
- : bool = false
Test 6. This proposition is a tautology again, and it contains four variables.
# let prop6 = Not(And(And(Var "a", And(Var "b", And(Var "c", Var "d"))),
Not(And(Var "a", And(Var "b", And(Var "c", Var "d"))))));;
val prop6 : expression =
˜((a /\ (b /\ (c /\ d))) /\ ˜(a /\ (b /\ (c /\ d))))
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# createTab(Not prop6);;
- : tableau = a -- b -- c -- d -- { ˜a | { ˜b | { ˜c | ˜d } } }
# repeat mult (createTab(Not prop6));;
- : tableau =
{ a -- b -- c -- d -- ˜a | { a -- b -- c -- d -- ˜b |
{ a -- b -- c -- d -- ˜c | a -- b -- c -- d -- ˜d } } }
# is_tautology prop6;;
- : bool = true
# is_tautology(Not prop6);;
- : bool = false
Test 7. This test case is similar to the previous one, just with one less variable ”d”.
This way it should be a contingency. Indeed, that is the result we get.
# let prop7 = Not(And(And(Var "a", And(Var "b", Var "c")),
Not(And(Var "a", And(Var "b", And(Var "c", Var "d"))))));;
val prop7 : expression = ˜((a /\ (b /\ c)) /\ ˜(a /\ (b /\ (c /\ d))))
# createTab(Not prop7);;
- : tableau = a -- b -- c -- { ˜a | { ˜b | { ˜c | ˜d } } }
# repeat mult (createTab(Not prop7));;
- : tableau =
{ a -- b -- c -- ˜a | { a -- b -- c -- ˜b |
{ a -- b -- c -- ˜c | a -- b -- c -- ˜d } } }
# is_tautology prop7;;
- : bool = false
# is_tautology(Not prop7);;
- : bool = false
The test cases are concluded; the program behaved as expected during testing.
4 Conclusion
The analytic tableau is meant to give a faster and simpler solution to tautology ques-
tions than truth tables. This statement is supported by the fact that when we look at
a tableau representation in the above program, the reduced version bears a striking
resemblance to the original formula. We could get a reduced tableau by simply sub-
stituting conjunctions with Branches and disjunctions with Forks. As a matter of fact,
by this discovery, we could reduce the original program by omitting half the functions
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in it. This tells us that using only conjunctions, disjunctions and negations, a proposi-
tional formula has the structure of its tableau representation embedded in it, and a little
rearrangement will quickly tell us if it is a tautology or not.
The original purpose of this report was to prove the termination of the tableau
method. However, it is hard to imagine such a proof without programming the method
itself. Doing so revealed that it is just as hard to program the tableau method without
using the fact that this algorithm terminates. The way to prove it, then, would require
us to not create the algorithm, but prove its termination from the transformation rules
only. This might be the topic of another project report.
During programming, an interesting contradiction was found. The tableau method
is meant to give a solution to logical conjunctions and disjunctions, but ironically, the
is_closed function uses logical ands and ors to calculate the closure of complex
tableaus. This can be remedied by detailing the results of the conjunction/disjunction of
each possible pair of values, but that would be the same as introducing the truth tables,
which we are trying to avoid in the first place. When we perform tableau analysis by
hand, we do the same thing, namely we find all branches, and declare that a tableau is
closed if all of its branches are closed at the same time, which is in fact equivalent to
logically conjugating the closure of each branch.
This project was mainly an excercise in machine formalization and declarative pro-
gramming, and it is important to note that efficiency was not a priority, thus there are
some issues that were not addressed. For example, it is possible to simplify the tableau
generation by excluding multiple variables from the same branch. It is also a possibil-
ity to check closure while expanding the tableau, so when a branch closes, there is no
need to further expand that branch. These issues can be topics of future projects.
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Appendix
A Tableau.ml
(* Type declaration *)
type expression =
Var of string
| Not of expression
| And of expression * expression;;
type tableau =
Nothing
| Node of expression
| Branch of tableau * tableau
| Fork of tableau * tableau;;
(* Prettyprinting *)
let rec string_of_exp e = match e with
Var e -> e
| Not e -> "˜"ˆ(string_of_exp e)
| And(e,f) -> "("ˆ(string_of_exp e)ˆ" /\\ "ˆ(string_of_exp f)ˆ")";;
let print_exp e = Format.print_string (string_of_exp e);;
#install_printer print_exp;;
let rec string_of_tab t = match t with
Nothing -> "_"
| Node e -> string_of_exp e
| Branch(u,v) -> (string_of_tab u)ˆ" -- "ˆ(string_of_tab v)
| Fork(u,v) -> "{ "ˆ(string_of_tab u)ˆ" | "ˆ(string_of_tab v)ˆ" }";;
let print_tab t = Format.print_string (string_of_tab t);;
#install_printer print_tab;;
(* Making a tableau. *)
let rec makeTableau t = match t with
Nothing -> t
| Node e -> (match e with
Var f -> t
| Not f -> (match f with
Var g -> t
| Not g -> Branch(t, makeTableau(Node g))
| And(g,h) -> Branch(t, Fork(makeTableau(Node(Not g)),
makeTableau(Node(Not h)))) )
| And(f,g) -> Branch(t, Branch(makeTableau(Node f),
makeTableau(Node g))) )
| Branch(u,v) -> Branch(makeTableau(u), makeTableau(v))
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| Fork(u,v) -> Fork(makeTableau(u), makeTableau(v));;
(* Simplifying the tableau *)
let is_atom e = match e with
Var f -> true
| Not f -> (match f with
Var g -> true
| _ -> false)
| _ -> false;;
let rec simplifytab t = match t with
Nothing -> t
| Node e -> if is_atom e then t else Nothing
| Branch(u,v) -> Branch(simplifytab u, simplifytab v)
| Fork(u,v) -> Fork(simplifytab u, simplifytab v);;
let rec reducetab t = match t with
Nothing -> t
| Node e -> t
| Branch(u,v) -> if u = Nothing then reducetab v
else if v = Nothing then reducetab u
else Branch(reducetab u, reducetab v)
| Fork(u,v) -> Fork(reducetab u, reducetab v);;
let createTab e = reducetab(simplifytab(makeTableau(Node e)));;
(* More simplification, similarly to multiplying into brackets, we
’’multiply’’ into a Fork with a Branch, so that the outermost element
is always a Fork, and Branches do not contain any Forks. This way
each Branch is a full tableau-path and each of them have to be closed. *)
let rec mult t = match t with
Nothing -> t
| Node e -> t
| Branch(u,v) -> ( match u,v with
(Fork(x,y), v) -> Fork(Branch(x,v), Branch(y,v))
| (u, Fork(x,y)) -> Fork(Branch(u,x), Branch(u,y))
| (Branch(x,y), Branch(w,z))
-> Branch(mult x, Branch(mult y, Branch(mult w, mult z)))
| _ -> Branch(mult u, mult v) )
| Fork(u,v) -> Fork(mult u, mult v);;
(* The above ’’multiplying’’ function needs to be repeated as many times
as possible. A simple recursive function is not enough, since it will
’’multiply’’ from left to right, but this way a Fork will only go out by
one level. *)
let rec repeat f x = if f x = x then x else repeat f(f x);;
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(* A Branch is closed if we can find two nodes that are the negation of
each other. Each different tableau-path needs to be closed at the same time. *)
let rec is_closed t = match t with
Nothing -> false
| Node e -> false
| Branch(u,v) -> ( match u,v with
(Node e, Node f) -> if (e = Not f) or (f = Not e) then true else false
| (Branch(x,y), Node f) -> is_closed(Branch(x, Node f))
or is_closed(Branch(y, Node f))
or is_closed(Branch(x,y))
| (Node e, Branch(x,y)) -> is_closed(Branch(Node e, x))
or is_closed(Branch(Node e, y))
or is_closed(Branch(x,y))
| _ -> failwith "Inconclusive. Try repeat mult." )
| Fork(u,v) -> is_closed(u) & is_closed(v);;
(* Summarizing the previous, the next function will take an expression as
input and return true or false. *)
let is_tautology e = is_closed(repeat mult (createTab(Not e)));;
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B Example of a proof in HOL Light
This section shows an example of a proof in HOL Light. We wish to prove that for every
n, if 3n+2 is odd, then n itself is odd as well. This sounds like a trivial statement, but I
will show in the next few pages that in order to prove it, we have to break it up to very
small steps. Luckily, HOL Light has a library of pre-proved theorems, and they indeed
prove useful. The pre-proved theorems used here concern basic truths about modulo,
and the relation between oddity and modulo.
When proving a theorem, one doesn’t usually know where to start, so HOL Light
has a system for solving goals backwards by setting up a goal. ”g” is the HOL code
for setting up a goalstack. It initially consists of only one subgoal, which is that for
every n, 3n+2 being odd implies that n is odd. This statement seemed too difficult for
HOL’s built-in machinery to solve on its own, so we have to prove it manually.
# g ‘!n. ODD (3*n+2) ==> ODD n‘;;
val it : goalstack = 1 subgoal (1 total)
‘!n. ODD (3 * n + 2) ==> ODD n‘
There are several ways to try to prove a goal, which are called tactics. Tactics are
a way of converting the goal to a different kind of goal by for instance splitting it up
to subgoals, or adding assumptions. We can try out tactics, and if they don’t work, we
can undo them by typing b();;. Our aim is to reduce the goalstack to nothing, and
only then can we say that our original statement is indeed a theorem.
There are several simple tactics that we can try. For instance we can split up an
equivalence to two implications with EQ_TAC, or remove the universal quantifier with
GEN_TAC, or break up a conjunction to two goals with CONJ_TAC. DISCH_TAC will
do the opposite of the DISCH function, and remove the antecedent of an implication
and place it in the assumption list. The syntax is to put an ”e” in front of a tactic
function, and if we wish to apply more than one, we can connect them with the THEN
keyword. For example in our case the application of GEN_TAC and DISCH_TAC will
produce the following.
# e GEN_TAC;;
val it : goalstack = 1 subgoal (1 total)
‘ODD (3 * n + 2) ==> ODD n‘
# e DISCH_TAC;;
val it : goalstack = 1 subgoal (1 total)
0 [‘ODD (3 * n + 2)‘]
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‘ODD n‘
After DISCH_TAC we have one assumption in the assumption list, where 0 is
just a label. However, we will follow a different direction in our proof, so we can go
back to the original goal with repeatedly typing b(), so the goal looks like this now:
?- ‘!n. ODD (3 * n + 2) ==> ODD n‘.
To start the proof it is a good idea to convert oddness into a statement with modulo.
For this there exists a pre-proved theorem which is called ODD_MOD, and it says that
every odd number gives 1 as a remainder by division with 2. The REWRITE_TAC
tactic will use this to rewrite our initial statement to one with modulo instead.
# ODD_MOD;;
val it : thm = |- !n. ODD n <=> n MOD 2 = 1
# e(REWRITE_TAC[it]);;
val it : goalstack = 1 subgoal (1 total)
‘!n. (3 * n + 2) MOD 2 = 1 ==> n MOD 2 = 1‘
We have several ways of starting a proof. We can prove something by contradiction,
or by contraposition, we can use definitions and axioms, or we can use induction. For
now we will simply use definitions and pre-proved theorems.
The first thing that we can try to do is replace 3*n+2 with 3*n, since the plus two
does not change the remainder by division with two. There is a suitable theorem at
our disposal, called MOD_ADD_MOD, which states that the remainder of a sum is the
remainder of the sum of the remainders.
# MOD_ADD_MOD;;
val it : thm =
|- !a b n. ˜(n = 0) ==> (a MOD n + b MOD n) MOD n = (a + b) MOD n
We will have to specialize the variables in this theorem. ”a” and ”b” will have to
be replaced by ”3*n” and ”2”, and ”n” has to be ”2”.
# SPECL[‘3*n:num‘;‘2‘;‘2‘] MOD_ADD_MOD;;
val it : thm =
|- ˜(2 = 0) ==> ((3 * n) MOD 2 + 2 MOD 2) MOD 2 = (3 * n + 2) MOD 2
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Now we just have to make some adjustments to make it match the exact term in the
goal. We can remove the condition ”˜(2=0)” by applying Modus Ponens. We can
use ARITH_RULE to prove that two is indeed different from zero. Then we need to
reverse the order of the equation, since HOL looks for matches from the left side.
# MP it (ARITH_RULE ‘˜(2=0)‘);;
val it : thm = |- ((3 * n) MOD 2 + 2 MOD 2) MOD 2 = (3 * n + 2) MOD 2
# GSYM it;;
val it : thm = |- (3 * n + 2) MOD 2 = ((3 * n) MOD 2 + 2 MOD 2) MOD 2
# e(REWRITE_TAC[it]);;
val it : goalstack = 1 subgoal (1 total)
‘!n. ((3 * n) MOD 2 + 2 MOD 2) MOD 2 = 1 ==> n MOD 2 = 1‘
The next step can be to replace the 3*n with 2*n + n. The aim is to remove the
2*n, since it will give zero as a remainder.
# e(REWRITE_TAC[ARITH_RULE ‘3*n = 2*n + n‘]);;
val it : goalstack = 1 subgoal (1 total)
‘!n. ((2 * n + n) MOD 2 + 2 MOD 2) MOD 2 = 1 ==> n MOD 2 = 1‘
It starts to look more and more obvious, however, it still seems too difficult for the
built-in arithmetic proving machinery.
# e ARITH_TAC;;
Exception: Failure "linear_ineqs: no contradiction".
To move on, we have to ”multiply” in with the modulo into the (2*n + n), and
then find a theorem which says that (2*n) MOD 2 is zero. But, one step at a time,
first we have to use the theorem about the modulo of a sum again. This time we have
to specialize it for a different list of variables and values. This time, again, we have to
remove the ˜(2=0) part of the theorem, and reverse the order of the equation.
# MOD_ADD_MOD;;
val it : thm =
|- !a b n. ˜(n = 0) ==> (a MOD n + b MOD n) MOD n = (a + b) MOD n
# SPECL[‘2*n:num‘;‘n:num‘;‘2‘] MOD_ADD_MOD;;
val it : thm =
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|- ˜(2 = 0) ==> ((2 * n) MOD 2 + n MOD 2) MOD 2 = (2 * n + n) MOD 2
# GSYM (MP it (ARITH_RULE ‘˜(2=0)‘));;
val it : thm = |- (2 * n + n) MOD 2 = ((2 * n) MOD 2 + n MOD 2) MOD 2
# e(REWRITE_TAC[it]);;
val it : goalstack = 1 subgoal (1 total)
‘!n. (((2 * n) MOD 2 + n MOD 2) MOD 2 + 2 MOD 2) MOD 2 = 1
==> n MOD 2 = 1‘
The next definition is the last step towards the full proof. It will help us remove
the 2*n from the statement. We have to specialize the variables, and again remove the
condition of two not being zero with Modus Ponens.
# MOD_MULT;;
val it : thm = |- !m n. ˜(m = 0) ==> (m * n) MOD m = 0
# SPECL[‘2‘;‘n:num‘] MOD_MULT;;
val it : thm = |- ˜(2 = 0) ==> (2 * n) MOD 2 = 0
# MP it (ARITH_RULE ‘˜(2=0)‘);;
val it : thm = |- (2 * n) MOD 2 = 0
# e(REWRITE_TAC[it]);;
val it : goalstack = 1 subgoal (1 total)
‘!n. ((0 + n MOD 2) MOD 2 + 2 MOD 2) MOD 2 = 1 ==> n MOD 2 = 1‘
At this point, the goal really only contains very simple calculations, therefore it
should be possible to use ARITH_TAC again, and this time it indeed does the job.
# e ARITH_TAC;;
val it : goalstack = No subgoals
”No subgoals” means we have solved all the issues, and this means that our initial
statement is a theorem. We can get it by typing top_thm().
# top_thm();;
val it : thm = |- !n. ODD (3 * n + 2) ==> ODD n
We are done, we have proved a statement which is now a theorem. If we want to
save all the work, we can save each line of code into a file and load it in the next time.
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We can even compress all this code into one statement, where we connect two tactics
with the THEN codeword, and preface it with the ”prove” function. This way we get
one long function like the one below, not having to deal with goals and goalstacks.
# let new_thm = prove (‘!n. ODD (3*n+2) ==> ODD n‘, REWRITE_TAC[ODD_MOD]
THEN REWRITE_TAC[GSYM (MP (SPECL[‘3*n:num‘;‘2‘;‘2‘] MOD_ADD_MOD)
(ARITH_RULE ‘˜(2=0)‘))] THEN REWRITE_TAC[ARITH_RULE ‘3*n = 2*n + n‘]
THEN REWRITE_TAC[GSYM (MP (SPECL[‘2*n:num‘;‘n:num‘;‘2‘] MOD_ADD_MOD)
(ARITH_RULE ‘˜(2=0)‘))] THEN REWRITE_TAC[MP (SPECL[‘2‘;‘n:num‘] MOD_MULT)
(ARITH_RULE ‘˜(2=0)‘)] THEN ARITH_TAC);;
val new_thm : thm = |- !n. ODD (3 * n + 2) ==> ODD n
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